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Rosie-Lee by VQ
Handcrafted Sound & Style
British audio brand VQ launch Rosie-Lee to make mornings that little bit more
beautiful with a bedside DAB Digital Radio alarm dripping in class and craftsmanship

September 26th 2017 – VQ are proud to launch Rosie-Lee a DAB Digital & FM alarm clock radio with
Bluetooth and some of the most irresistible good looks and craftsmanship you’ll find anywhere in
the category.

It’s fair to say there are two types of people in this world, morning people and well those that aren’t
– but no matter whether you spring out of bed or hide under the covers for a few more moments
there is nothing more uplifting than your favourite song or some fun with your reliable radio DJ of
choice; Evans, Grimshaw, O’Connell, Moyles et al. However, VQ have always had an eye on your
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bedside thinking it could do with something more sophisticated, a little less plastic-y and certainly
something better acoustically, enter Rosie-Lee.

Rosie-Lee features comprehensive radio reception with DAB, DAB+ and FM meaning you’re sure to
find the right station for an early morning wake up call. VQ maintain their commitment to including
Bluetooth as standard in Rosie-Lee as in all their other models, so if you need stream your classic
love mix from Spotify, Rosie-Lee is ready to serenade you.

No matter what you choose to listen to, it will be a pleasure with Rosie-Lee’s acoustic innovations.
VQ have pioneered (and patented) new Analogue Sound Processing technology a system of acoustic
development focused on the materials used in speaker design and their harmonious co-existence, as
opposed to simple computer trickery. The result of this delivers a; rich, warm, room-filling tone from
the dual 5W stereo speakers that make speech and music a pleasure to listen to. A simple
comparison would be to the connection one feels with Vinyl as opposed to CD.

This level of craftsmanship is not exclusive to the speakers, Rosie-Lee is after-all hand crafted with a
body formed from a single piece of wood through an intricate multi-cut, forming and filling process
before being wrapped in premium leatherette. Rosie-Lee also offers a choice of real wood finishes
on the front fascia, all of which are left with an exposed grain.

With such impressive audio and a sleek sophisticated look, you’d be quite forgiven in thinking RosieLee could well be more than just a morning companion, and indeed the design is equally at home in
a refined study or nestled on a modern bookshelf.
-End-

Price & Availability
Rosie-Lee – DAB/DAB+ Digital Radio & Bluetooth Speaker Alarm Clock - £129.99
Rosie-Lee is available direct from www.MyVQ.com, John Lewis and other Leading Electrical
Suppliers.
Rosie-Lee | Key Features
•
•

DAB & DAB+ Digital Radio
FM Radio
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Bluetooth
Dual 5 Watt Full Range Ultra-Wide Speakers
MyEQ with Presets and Independent Bass & Treble Control
Analogue Sound Processing Technology
Dual Alarm Clock with Week/Weekend Settings
Sleep Timer & Countdown Timer
USB Charging Port for Phone/Tablet
Mains Power
Body Hand-Crafted from a Single Piece of Real Wood
Untreated Real Wood Front Fascia in a Choice of Finishes (Oak, Green Grass Oak, Limed Oak
and Walnut)
Three Year Warranty
Designed and Engineered in the UK

About VQ
VQ is an independently owned British audio brand, born out of a desire to create products that
perfectly combine Sound & Style. The multi-award winning product range is all designed and
engineered at their UK headquarters.
Colour is an essential part of the VQ identity, for far too long black and silver have been the de facto
choice for consumer electronics – but VQ see their radios as an essential part of interior décor. A
feast of the eyes as well as the ears.
Learn more:- www.MyVQ.com or request a Brochure
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